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What you need.

• First and foremost we insist on the use of graph paper. The grid size must be

5mm. You can buy graph paper in any local stationers such as W H Smith.

• Get yourself a clipboard. Any will do. Down to your personal preference

although we use the ones that close up.

• Use a good rollerball pen with a line width of between 0.3 to 0.5 mm. We use

Pentel Superball. However, pen manufacturers keep changing their pens so

just remember the size and type. Above all, using pencil, biro or fountain pen

will just give you and us a hard time.

• Tippex! Well we all like to think we can get it right first time. However,

sometimes we make the odd mistake or put a dimension in the way of a door

for example. Worth carrying especially the rollerball type.

• From our own experience of surveying and sketching properties for nearly a

decade we would never use any other device than a laser tape because of

the visual feedback, ease of use, accuracy (PMA) and the amount of time

saved. We recommend and can supply Leica laser tapes.

• Finally, a small steel tape sometimes comes in handy.
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General advice.
This may seem very obvious yet the first thing to do when you arrive at the

property is simply to look and see. Ask yourself these sorts of questions:

• If there are bays at the front do they line up?

• Do parts of the frontage lay back?

• Is there a built in garage and if so is it flush at the front?

• From what you know of this and similar properties is it likely to be square,

a long rectangle, an odd shape?

You don’t have to answer these and similar sorts of questions. Just asking them will

increase your powers of observation

Your client.

Most vendors quite naturally want to talk to you and discuss their property sale when

you arrive to measure up. Clients may often want to follow you around and give a

running commentary on the merits of their property. Even sketching a plan does

require paying attention. The last thing you would want to do is have your client less

than happy with your service!

Our suggestion.

In your own way make sure that the client understands that you want to give them

the best possible service. After all, how many agents bother to supply a plan?

Explain that you want to give them your undivided attention and that you can’t

measure and sketch whilst giving them your full attention. If they could let you first do

the sketch, then once it is out of the way you can discuss together their individual

needs and wants regarding their property sale. You will be amazed that put like that,

people do appreciate what you are doing and will give you the space and time to do

a good job for them.
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Where to Begin.
In any property the best place to begin is somewhere that will act as a good

reference point. Usually a corner that you know lines up on all floors is a best

bet.

Looking at the finished plan below points A or B are natural starting points. Probably

A is better since you will already have observed the frontage as you approached the

property. However, we have chosen to use B as the start point.
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The Ground Floor.
This is where we begin.

Using graph paper scale one square per foot, count the squares two at a time to give

you the back wall. If you put a dot on each to mark each count it makes things a lot

easier. Then join up the dots and put in the measurement, Now! Otherwise like us,

you will get to the next wall. Then remember that you haven’t put in the previous

dimension “DOH!” It is quite sufficient to work to the nearest square. Always face the

wall you are drawing whether left to right or right to left. This way you will stay

orientated to what you are sketching.
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The Second Wall.
Now before you do anything put in the dimension as written, 1111 . Stick to this way of

showing dimensions, big numbers are feet and the superscript is the inches. This

way you won’t confuse us. Otherwise 66 and 99 look the same and 11’1” can get a

bit confusing. If there are no inches just use a zero superscript, e.g. 110. If you look

at the sketch on the left notice also that we write the measurements along the same

axis as the wall it relates to. Again this is a great aid to clarity.
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Closing the room.
Looking at the sketch below you can now see how a rectangular room can be

squared off once you have sketched two sides.
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Adding doors & windows.
Looking at the sketch below you can now see how a single line at 45 degrees

represents a door. Remember to keep it far enough from a corner that it doesn’t get

too confusing as to which wall the door is in. Windows as you can see are a couple

of ticks. Just one either end of the window please. Above 2 gets us a little

disorientated.

The French windows are two doors hinging on the outside.
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The Front Room.
Notice that before we left the back room we put in what it was, i.e. D/R for Dining

Room. A full list of abbreviations is given at the end. Going into the next room we

first establish that the walls on our right as we look at the page are in line. (This

incidentally is where a laser really comes into its’ own since it is so easy to just point

and click.) 106 is the sidewall measurement, which is useful to us. The black

rectangle is a fireplace. Remember this house will never fly so you can guestimate

the width of fireplaces, ditto with windows. We can now do the same as previous

room remembering to put in dimensions in as we go.
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Bay & fireplace.
We can now do the same as the previous room remembering to put in dimensions as

we go. Notice how we draw the bay indicating three windows. That’s it. This

particular bay is off centred as you can see. We know the depth because of sidewall

and into bay measurements.
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The Hall.
This particular property is straightforward. If you remember as you came in the front

door you it was flush with the front outside wall. Hence, we can just measure across

and draw in the wall line. Please put in the door plus arrow to indicate entrance door,

also side window.
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Adding the Stairs.
As you can see the stairs are just a few lines with an up arrow. Please do not include

down arrows as it can become confusing as to which way stairs go. In this case an

under-stairs cupboard is shown as well.

Room
13'3" x11 '11"
4.04 x 3.63

Dining

Lounge

(into bay)

12'8" x 12'5"
3.86 x 3.78
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The Kitchen.
By now you can probably grasp from seeing the whole property how a sketch is built

up almost Lego-like. The important thing is not to get sucked into the detail before

you have grasped the overall layout. Now up the stairs!
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The First Floor.
On the first floor, or any other floors you can use the same principles outlined

previously. There may be some differences. , e.g. front and rear may be stepped

back from outside wall. Also, notice how we show built-in wardrobes.
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Front with bay.
Usually, bays will just line up as below.
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The  First Floor Cont...
Can you see how the sketch comes together?.
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Bathroom.
You can choose to show bathroom fittings or just put in room name and preferably

dimensions. However, if you adhere to our guidelines we can often scale

approximately off sketch.
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First Floor WC.
On this particular property WC is separate.
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First Floor Stairs.
Stairs are very easy if you remember to work methodically. Below you can see how

the stairs fit in.
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Check list before leaving
the property.

• Shown all relevant dimensions?

• Shown all the doors?

• Shown all the windows?

• Room names?

• Shown up arrow for stairs?

• Entrance arrow?

• Does it fit hang together?
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Room Abbreviations.
Bathroom BA/R

Bedroom 1, 2, 3, etc. B1, B2, B3, etc.

Box Room Box

Breakfast Kitchen Br/K

Conservatory C

Dining Room D/R

Dormer D

Drawing Room DR/R

En Suite E/S

Family Room F/R

Garden G

Garden Room GR

Kitchen K

Kitchen Diner K/D

Living Room L/R

Lounge L

Morning Room M/R

Office O

Pantry P

Reception Room RR

Sitting Room S/R

Study S

Utility U


